Boston Saves Book List
The books below teach students about math and money. They are listed by age range. Use the links to find these
books at your nearest branch of the Boston Public Library.
Ages Cover
2-5

Book
Quack and Count
by Keith Baker

Description
Seven ducklings take a rhyming look at
addition.

3-5

Bunny Money
by Rosemary Wells

Max and Ruby spend so much on
emergencies while shopping for Grandma's
birthday presents, that they just barely have
enough money left for gifts.

3-5

Cómo cuentan hasta diez los
dinosaurios?
by Jane Yolen

Este libro ilustrado para niños describe
como el dinosaurio pequeño cuenta de uno
a diez, usando sus juguetes y otras cosas en
su casa.

3-5

Erandi’s Braids
by Antonio Hernandez Madrigal

In a poor Mexican village, Erandi surprises
her mother by offering to sell her long,
beautiful hair in order to raise enough
money to buy a new fishing net.

3-5

How Do Dinosaurs Count to Ten?
by Jane Yolen

Describes how a little dinosaur counts from
one to ten, using the toys and other things
around him.

3-6

All for a Dime!
by Will Hillenbrand

Bear has no trouble selling his berries at
the farmers' market, but Mole and Skunk
are less successful with their worms and
perfume.

3-7

The Berenstain Bears’ Dollars and
Sense
by Stan and Jan Berenstain

Mama and Papa Bear try to teach Brother
and Sister the value of money and how to
manage their allowance.

3-7

The Berenstain Bears’ Trouble with
Money
by Stan and Jan Berenstain

Brother and Sister Bear learn some
important lessons about earning and
spending money.

3-7

The Little Red Hen (Makes a Pizza)
by Philomen Sturges

In this version of the traditional tale, the
duck, the dog, and the cat refuse to help the
Little Red Hen make a pizza but do get to
participate when the time comes to eat it.

3-7

Teddy Bear Counting
by Barbara Barbieri McGrath

Teddy bears introduce numbers from one
to twelve, as well as colors and shapes.

4-6

A Dollar for Penny
by Dr. Julie Glass

Penny learns about currency when she sets
up a lemonade stand to earn money for her
mother's birthday card.

4-7

Curious George Saves His Pennies
by Margaret and H.A. Rey

When George finds a train at the toy store
he would like, he decides to save his
money until he can buy it.

4-7

Owen Foote, Money Man
by Stephanie Greene

4-8

26 Letters and 99 Cents
by Tana Hoben

Ingenious eight-year-old Owen wants to
make money for the things he absolutely
needs, such as plastic vomit, but he tries to
come up with some alternatives to earning
an allowance, which sounds like too much
work.
Color photographs of letters, numbers,
coins, and common objects introduce the
alphabet, coinage, and the counting system.

4-8

A Chair for My Mother
by Vera B. Williams

4-8

Alexander, Who Used to Be Rich
Last Sunday
by Judith Viorst

A child, her waitress mother, and her
grandmother save dimes to buy a
comfortable armchair after all their
furniture is lost in a fire.
Although Alexander and his money are
quickly parted, he comes to realize all the
things that can be done with a dollar.

4-8

All About Money
by Erin Roberson

4-8

Just Enough Carrots
by Stuart J. Murphy

4-8

4-8

4-8

4-8

Simplifies complex math concepts.
Explains concepts using real-life situations
and familiar objects.

While a bunny and his mother shop in a
grocery store for lunch guests, the reader
may count and compare the amounts of
carrots, peanuts, and worms in the grocery
carts of other shoppers.
Just Saving My Money
When Little Critter wants a new
by Mercer Mayer
skateboard, Dad tells him that he needs to
save his own money to buy it. Little Critter
tries his very best, but soon finds that
saving enough for what he wants isn't so
easy.
Math for All Seasons
Presents a collection of rhyming math
by Greg Tang
riddles, and includes answers that show
readers how to solve math problems by
looking for patterns, symmetries, and
familiar number combinations.
Money Madness
This beginning guide to economics will
by David A. Adler
have readers thinking about the purpose,
and not just the value, of money. From
bartering, early forms of currency, credit
cards, and digital payment, here is a clear
and thorough introduction to money.
One Cent, Two Cents, Old Cent, New The Cat in the Hat puts to rest any notion
Cent
that money grows on trees in this super
by Bonnie Worth
simple look at numismatics, the study of
money and its history.

4-8

Rock, Brock, and the Savings Shock
by Sheila Blair

4-8

Something Special for Me
by Vera B. Williams

Gramps teaches his twin grandsons the
value of saving money when he pays each
a dollar a week to help with summer
chores, then matches every dollar each boy
saves.
Rosa has difficulty choosing a special
birthday present to buy with the coins her
mother and grandmother have saved, until
she hears a man playing beautiful music on
an accordion.

4-8

Ten Black Dots
by Donald Crews

A counting book which shows what can be
done with ten black dots--one can make a
sun, two a fox's eyes, or eight the wheels of
a train.

5-8

City by Numbers
by Stephen Johnson

Paintings of various sites around New
York City--from a shadow on a building to
a wrought iron-gate to the Brooklyn
Bridge--depict the numbers from one to
twenty-one.

5-8

Follow the Money
by Loreen Leedy

A quarter describes all the ways it is used
from the time it is minted until it is taken
back to a bank.

5-8

Money: A Rich History
by Jon Anderson

Briefly relates the origins and history of
money, how coins and paper money are
made and other money-related facts,
presented in the form of a child's school
report.

5-8

My Granny Went to Market
by Stella Blackstone

A child's grandmother travels around the
world, buying things in quantities that
illustrate counting from one to ten.

5-8

One Is a Snail, Ten Is a Crab
by April Pulley Sayre

A counting book featuring animals with
different numbers of feet.

5-8

Pigs will be Pigs
by Amy Axelrod

Join the pig family as they add, subtract,
multiply, divide, and think about how
money works in order to satisfy their big
pig appetites!

5-9

A Dollar, a Penny, How Much and
How Many?
by Brian Cleary

With rhyming text, explains the basics of
counting and using money, covering the
types of bills and coins, the value of each,
and how to combine the denominations to
buy different items.

5-9

A Fraction’s Goal - Parts of a Whole
by Brian Cleary

In this fun-filled look at fractions, Brian P.
Cleary and Brian Gable demonstrate how
fractions work by splitting whole objects
into parts. Peppy rhymes, goofy
illustrations, and kid-friendly examples
take the fear out of fractions.
A father and son discover the value of
coins, what people used before coins, and
why historical images and people appear
on coins.

6-8

Lots and Lots of Coins
by Margarette S. Reid

6-9

The Coin Counting Book
by Rozanne Lanczak Williams

Counting, adding, and identifying
American currency from one penny to one
dollar is exciting and easy. When you have
counted all your money, you can decide to
save it or spend it.

6-9

Once Upon a Dime [EBook]
by Nancy Kelly Allen

For organic farmer Truman Worth, money
does grow on trees. Readers calculate the
changing value of his crop.

6-9

The Go-Around Dollar
by Barbara Johnston Adams

A story describing how a single dollar
changes hands, accompanied by facts about
the one-dollar bill.

6-9

Isabel’s Car Wa$h
by Sheila Blair

To earn money to buy a doll that she
wants, Isabel starts a car wash business
with money invested by her friends, hoping
to make a profit for everyone. Includes
information on selling shares in a business.

6-10

Amelia Bedelia Means Business
by Herman Parish

Amelia Bedelia will do almost anything for
a shiny new bicycle. Her parents say they'll
split the cost with her, and that means
Amelia Bedelia needs to put the pedal to
the metal and earn some dough!

6-10

The Story of Money
by Betsy Maestro

Explore the many forms money has taken
around the world and through history, from
doubloons of ages past to contemporary
credit cards.

7-12

The Everything Kids’ Money Book
by Brette McWhorter Sember

Describes the history of money and gives
tips on saving and investing.

8-12

Growing Money: A Complete
Investing Guide for Kids
by Gail Karlitz

Explains different types of investing-savings accounts, bonds, stocks, and
mutual funds-- and provides information to
help make decisions on each kind of
investment.

8-12

How To Steal a Dog
by Barbara O’Connor

8-12

The Lemonade War
by Jacqueline Davies

Living in the family car after their father
leaves them virtually penniless, Georgina
persuades her younger brother to help her
in an elaborate scheme to get money by
stealing a dog and then claiming the
reward that the owners are bound to offer.
Evan and his younger sister, Jesse, battle it
out through lemonade stands, each trying
to be the first to earn 100 dollars. Includes
mathematical calculations and tips for
running a successful lemonade stand.

8-12

Lunch Money
by Andrew Clements

Twelve-year-old Greg, who has always
been good at moneymaking projects, is
surprised to find himself teaming up with
his lifelong rival, Maura, to create a series
of comic books to sell at school.

8-12

Money
by Joe Cribb

Examines, in text and photographs, the
symbolic and material meaning of money,
from shekels, shells, and beads to gold,
silver, checks, and credit cards. Also
discusses how coins and banknotes are
made, the value of money during wartime,
and how to collect coins.

8-12

Neale S. Godfrey’s Ultimate Kids’
Money Book
by Neale Godfrey

Provides an overview of economics and
money, including earning, spending,
saving, checks and credit cards, banks, and
the history of money.

8-12

Show Me the Money: How Money
Affects You and Your World
by Alvin Hall

Presents the basic concepts of currency and
finance, discussing the barter system,
supply and demand, and how money works
differently around the world.

9-12

A Smart Girl’s Guide to Money
by Nancy Holyoke

A practical guide to the ins and outs of
money smarts. Helps girls identify their
spending style, gives tips on running their
own business and advice for saving and
investing. Includes 101 moneymaking
ideas.

